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Creative Blog
Oil painting

Summer idyll at the brook - 
Oil painting with MUSSINI® 
finest artists´ resin-oil colous

Landscape painting is still very popular among oil painters. The luminous, 
intense colour effects of this painting by Werner Maier are an excellent ex-
ample of an impressionistic oil painting. He works on a ground primed with 
acrylic colours on which he then works out the motif with oil colours. The 
artist shows us step by step how he works:

You will need: 

• Schmincke MUSSINI® finest artists´ resin-oil colours: Titanium opaque white (103), Zinc white (102), Lemon 
• yellow (216), Cadmium yellow hue (209), Indian yellow (223), Naples yellow deep (232), Cadmium red light (356), 

Translucent Magenta (363), Alizarin madder lake (347), Cobalt-cerulean blue (475), Royal blue deep (486), Ultramarine 
blue light (491), Indigo (478), Prussian Paris blue (490), Cobalt turquoise (498), Burnt Siena (661), Raw Siena (660), Attish 
Light ochre (656), Deep ochre (653), Yellowish green (530), Oriental green (535), Sap green (526), Natural Bohemian 
green earth (646), Natural burnt Umber (666), Vandyke brown (667), Cold grey 1 (784) and Ivory black (780).

• PRIMAcryl® Titanium white (101), Yellow ochre (675) and Raw Umber (677)
• Schmincke pastel English Red (022D)
• Brush for oil colours (e.g. da Vinci)
• Primed canvas (80 cm × 60 cm)

Step 1
I prime the white canvas with Schmincke PRIMAcryl® in light ochre and 
let the paint dry. Now I sketch the motive with a Schmincke pastel stick in 
English red. For the composition the length of the tree trunk at the stream 
is important. You should not sketch the upper tree up to the middle of the 
painting. If it is shorter, the trunk appears further away. In this way, the 
viewer will be lead more into the depth of the painting.

from Werner Maier
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Step 2
Firstly, I apply the lightest and darkest parts of the picture with 
PRIMAcryl® Titanium white and Raw Umber and let the paint dry. You 
can sketch the colour areas loosely. They are important to get an idea 
of the light-dark parts in the painting.

Step 3
Now I begin to paint the most distant areas of the landscape with 
my resin-oil colours MUSSINI®. I mix the colour for the sky with 
Royal Blue deep, Titanium White and Cobalt-cerulean blue. I paint 
the distant part of the forest with Prussian Paris blue, lightened with 
Titanium opaque white. I then paint the field with Lemon yellow, 
Yellowish green and Naples yellow deep.
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Step 4 
I’m fascinated by the reflections in the brook. One could say that the 
blue light spots of the sky dance in the waves. The sun falls on the 
water surface in the middle of the picture. This bright yellow sunlight 
forms a beautiful colour contrast to the blue shades. A mixture of 
Cadmium yellow hue, Indian yellow and Zinc white makes them glow. 
The green shades on the water surface from the embankment are 
the ideal transition between the blue and yellow colourplay. I apply Ul-
tramarine blue light, Cobalt-cerulean blue, Indigo and Ivory black with 
loose and expressive colour strokes. Ivory black is very important. 
This extremely dark colour increases the contrast and the plasticity of 
the wave movements. Isolated strokes with Royal blue deep increase 
the colour strength. The green tones result from the mixture of blue 
and yellow. To increase the luminosity of the green even more, I put 
spots of Yellowish green on top of them. The Titanium opaque white 
additionally increases the light character. The reddish shore plants be-
come visible in the white reflections through traces of Alizarin madder 
lake. I paint the light spots with Cold grey 1 and thus integrate the 
bright yellow into the colour rhythm.

Step 5 
In the next step I frame the watercourse with shore plants. Firstly, 
I create the shadows between the water movements and the 
embankment with Vandyke brown and Burnt Siena. Then I create 
the branches sticking out at the upper left edge of the painting with 
Raw Siena and Vandyke brown. Now I set the iridescent foliage with 
Yellowish green, Oriental green, Sap green, Natural Bohemian green 
earth and Burnt umber darkened in parts with Indigo. I use Oriental 
green and Cobalt turquoise to achieve the colour of the leaves that 
rise into the darkness. They reflect the coolness of the shadow. The 
yellow flowers painted with Lemon yellow on top of the bush become 
a decisive colour accent in this painting.
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Step 6 
The icing on the cake of this impressionistic colour symphony are 
the pink to deep red flowers that shine in every imaginable nuance. I 
darken the colours Cadmium red light, Translucent Magenta and Ali-
zarin madder lake with Ultramarine blue light in the shadow zones of 
the hanging bushes and brighten them with Titanium opaque white 
in the light areas.

The described product attributes and application examples have been tes-
ted in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current 
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applica-
tions in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions, 
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a 
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes 
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our in-
formation; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users' 
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide 
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that 
occur in connection with the use of our products.

By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our 
website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 

For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  

Werner Maier

• Born in 1956 in Munich
• Studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich (Prof. Horst Sauerbruch, Prof. 

Friedhelm Klein und Prof. Rudi Tröger)
• Since 1987 freelance artist with exhibitions in Germany and abroad
• Lectureship for portrait and figure drawing at the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich 

and at academies for illustration
• Purchase from museums and public collections (e.g. Albertina Wien, graphic 

collection Munich)
• Publication of catalogues and educational books on several painting themes

For more information have a look at www.werner-maier-kunst.de


